OBSCURAE MAGAZINE
Thank you for submitting to OBSCURAE MAGAZINE
You're set has been approved!
PLEASE READ FULL information below before signing.
NOTE: YOU MUST INCLUDE FULL CREDITS (incl. Wardrobe) IN YOUR FULL RESOLUTION
IMAGE FILE!
Please include your email in your credits so if we need to contact you we can.
Note: We do not give our free copies or pay for shoots, please keep this in mind when shooting for the
magazine. We do however give out pull letters if needed.
When submitting your set we ask that the images be full resolution 300 dpi and A4 CMYK,
this will help make the best of your images in print format. If you can't do A4 CMYK regular RGB is
fine.
Please note even adhering to these color constraints some changes may occur in print.
Image sizes run at 8.5 in x 11 in and 11 in x 17.556 and 21.59 cm and 27.94 cm 44.591 x 27.94 by
points 612 x 792 1264 x 792
Your image must not be pre-published, your set must be exclusive.
You must have full credits (which includes wardrobe) when sending over your set.
When sending over your text you must inform us before publication if you made any alterations to your
credits. If you do not tell us before publication we cannot fix them until after publication. If we type
your credits incorrectly we will fix them as soon as we're notified.
Photographer must be the one to sign the release. Only time we ask for a release for a model is if the
model is under 18, the release then must be signed by a guardian.
We send out tears sheets this may take up to a week after publication.

Once the magazine has been released you may do whatever you wish with your set. This means once
you receive our email stating the magazine is out you may post your images in any which way you
chose.
Any demands of cover will cause a revoke to your set.
We do not take the rights of your images, this form is to be able to use your images in our magazine,
website, and social media.
We have the right to revoke your set at anytime.
If you agree to these terms please sign below.
_______________________________
Photographer/Artist/Owner/Designer (print)
_________________________________
Photographer/Artist/Owner/Designer (signature)

_______________
Date

